FROM THE NEWS

By Tony Doorie

Leading Youth

A club of China has a

young lady who has

an excellent mind. She is

working toward a degree in

the field of philosophy. She

is outstanding not only for

her mental attainments, but

also for her personal

characteristics. She is a

realistic, hard-working

student who always does

her best work. She is

devoted to her studies and

devoted to her country. She

is a jolly, friendly

individual who is always

ready to make friends. She

is one of the most

promising students in the

school. She is a model

student. She is a model

citizen.

(Continued on Page 2)

The Garnet, the official literary magazine of Bates College, was founded in 1869 and is published quarterly by the students of Bates College. It is the oldest college magazine in the United States and is one of the most respected college publications in the country.

President Gray Reviews Proposals for Effect of League Decision

"When the Six Nations recognize propaganda as a weapon," Gray said, "then we must consider the proposal for the formation of an international league to combat this menace."

The proposal, which was presented by France, Germany, and Italy, is designed to bring about a closer understanding among the nations of the world and to promote peace and understanding. Gray said that the proposal is a step in the right direction, but that it is not enough. He said that more must be done to prevent the spread of propaganda and to promote understanding among the nations of the world.

Crosswhite To Discuss Negro Labor Situation In Chapel This Evening

Chairman Of National Committee Is The First Speaker Of This Year's Y.M.-Y.W. Lecture Series

HAS BEEN PROMINENT IN NEGRO ORGANIZATIONS

Was Associated With Norman Thomas Who Lectured In Bates Chapel Two Years Ago—Politically Prominent In Socialist Party

The Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. will launch their 1935-1936 joint program this evening in the College Chapel, starting at 8:00 p.m., when Frank R. Crosswhite, Chairman of the Negro Labor Committee, discusses the current Negro Labor situation.

Mr. Crosswhite will be joined by the Rev. Dr. T. E. Sterne of the Harvard Chaplaincy, who will speak on "Negroes in the Church," and Dr. E. M. Lemley of the American Medical Association, who will discuss "Negro Health Problems." The program will be concluded by a panel discussion.

Bobcat Gridders Watch Rally From Stage On Thursday

Wellman, Manning, Bismacki Expected To Be Speakers In Alumni Gymnasium

The Bobcat Gridiron will be represented at the rally this Thursday, with Wellman, Manning, and Bismacki expected to make speeches.

The rally will be held in the Alumni Gymnasium, and is open to all members of the Bates College community. It is sponsored by the Bobcat Gridiron and is expected to be a great success.

Outing Clubbers To Hike To Rich Cabin Saturday

A club of Bates boys will be hiking to Rich Cabin Saturday, as part of the fall season activities of the Outing Club.

The hike will be led by the club's chief, and is expected to be a excellent opportunity for members to get some exercise and enjoy the fall weather.

Erroneous American Opinion Corrected By Bates Graduate

(Please the third in a series of articles especially prepared for the "American" by Dr. John Stobart, Bates College."

"The American" is a weekly newspaper published in New York City. It is available for subscription, and is distributed to college campuses throughout the United States.

Student Entertainment For Gridders Shown In Surprise Rally

Chore As Monday Practice Continue Fine School Spirit This Season

Bates women's team again dominated the field this week, with the Garnet leading the way in the championships. The Garnet, coached by Mrs. E. M. Lemley, scored a total of 125 points, enough to win the championship. The second place finisher was the Bobcat Gridiron, with a total of 110 points.

This was a particularly successful season for the Garnet, who have won the championship three years in a row. They have been led by the excellent team of Bobcats, who have been working hard to improve their skills.

Student government officials are pleased with the performance of the Garnet, and are looking forward to the next season.
THERE ARE those young spirits in the Class of '29 who seem to have just a bit of scheming ideas for freshening rules and getting away with it. To them we say:

In the first heart of this "student" this fall we set forth our honor beloved of the Bates people, the first of our famous codes of conduct, which made us, in the sight of God, a free and independent community. One of the qualities which we have gained heartily in the service of the college is a better sense of public honesty, which is so necessary to the manhood of us all.

We believe that the college authorities will have no scruple in getting along smoothly with and pleasantly with the few who are willing to accept the various suggestions of our code for the carriage of the ship of academic seas in a manner that will make it possible for the moral concerns of the students and women students, who are responsible for the conduct of their own personalities make their observances and neglect.

You have not all been used to wear hats at all times with such exceptions. This performance is not impossible, not impossible, but it is, of course, proper behavior. It is a cause of much regret to us that any safety in your character which should be observed in the same manner at your home.

The same rules are observed in your home, and these have been recommended by the President and the Dean, and the faculty.

E WOULD BE the last people in the world to brag. Yet all the three of us will be genuinely pleased if you will be kind enough to let us know when you see any way of making it possible for the students to act without publicity.

We are not trying to make alibis for the losses sustained. We have been advised by our own friends that this may be the last two or three days each week. We per-
Wedding Bells Gaining Approval Among College Presidents And Deans

As a matter for the family and for the undergraduates, there is no room for high-handedness. Undergraduate marriage at Yale is entirely incidental. When one considers the question of marriage in the student's life, it is obvious that marriage is one of the most important events in the student's social, material, and emotional existence. In the case of Yale, marriage is a matter for the family and for the undergraduates, not for the college or for the administration. The college has no right to interfere with the student's personal life, nor should it be expected to do so.

Bobcat Claws Mule By 25-34 In Country

Freight Train Fails To Spoil Debut Of 1935 Harriers

In the past, it has been customary for the college to interfere with the student's personal life, but it is not the college's place to do so. The college is to be governed with respect to social conditions, and the college is to exercise its responsibilities which tend to keep students out of trouble and to promote the welfare of the students. The college is to be governed with respect to social conditions, and the college is to exercise its responsibilities which tend to keep students out of trouble and to promote the welfare of the students.

Bates Represented At N. C. E. College Geology Meeting

Dean in Kirk is entirely incidental. When one considers the question of marriage in the student's life, it is obvious that marriage is one of the most important events in the student's social, material, and emotional existence. In the case of Yale, marriage is a matter for the family and for the undergraduates, not for the college or for the administration. The college has no right to interfere with the student's personal life, nor should it be expected to do so.
SPORTS SHOTS
By Bob Saunders

WEEKLY BOOST—To Bert Taylor and Currie Hutchinson. To Bert for his exceptional performance against Bates and to Currie for his exceptional defense which he put up against the Making Men.

The Summary: The pre-race favorite Dana Wallace, who, according to Lythcott "should be kept off the track," saved the day for third with his team-mates. The jayvee's touchdown against Dartmouth resulted in the jayvee's touchdown against Dartmouth. "The Tartans held Notre Dame to two scores by periods"— 1-1, 1-

Frost Gridmen Meet Bridgton Academy Friday
Briggs and Cooksey Practice Stars—Line Week

According to coaches each right tackle, Dick Hull, and left defensive end, Charles Mathews, show plenty of promise, and in the opinion of Charles T. Norwood, they will be a success in the future. "Briggs and Cooksey are doing a lot of practicing this week, and they are expected to be in the game against Bridgton."

Dartmouth Indian Tomahawks Bites Into Submission, 59-7

Garnet Crosses Green's Goal Line For First Time In History Of Rivalry As Last Period Pass, Hutchinson To King, Is Successful

Bates was completely smashed in a runaway game with a very strong Dartmouth team last Saturday afternoon at Memorial Field. The Dartmouth leader, N. H. The final score was 59-7. "It was quite difficult to see how the Tomahawks can ever be beaten by Bates, due to the defeats the Tomahawks have given Bates in the past." Bates will make a new attempt at writing the story of the Beaver, who followed Wallace by a little over that distance if the going is not too uneven. However, although they would have under-estimated their college team for a 13-2 victory, they will forget those set-ups, call a new game, and try harder to get the big plays their college team was humbled last week. Looking at our state series with Dartmouth, at least they thought so, but that "All American" feature is the goat for several big teams. To come up into a straight legged kick as it quite difficult to hit their interference that the Bates scoring board is well above that line. This can be attributed to the Dartmouth and lack of weight of the Tomahawks, making it very hard to get the big plays. These were possible sixes to give the Tomahawks the lead for the last time. Bates has an extremely good team. Clark's eye, Dick Perkins again carries his right arm in a sling and is out. Dick Perkins again carries his right arm in a sling and is out. Bobkittens. During Friday's scrim- ma game backfield. Several times he bent over to catch the ball, and again on the sidelines. Clark's eye, and calls for a second's pause before the charge. However, there was sel- dom flashes of brilliancy, with occasional latent powers are being brought out in College and Sabattus were above reproach.

John's Preparatory team to a score of 6-10 BATES STREET

...but after all is said and done, it's the cigarette itself that counts ...the question is, does it suit you?

Now, when it comes to a cigarette that will suit you ... you want to think whether it's mild, you want to think about the taste

That Chesterfields are milder and taste better is no accident ...

The farmer who grows the tobacco, the ware-houseman who sells it at auction to the highest bidder, every man who knows about leaf tobacco will tell you that it takes mild, ripe tobacco to make a good cigarette.

In making Chesterfields we use mild ripe home-grown and Turkish tobaccos.